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What is Eress?

 Europe’s leading train energy settlement system and an open 
partnership for infrastructure managers in Europe

 Established 2007

 Working for a common railway energy standard in Europe

 A non-profit organization jointly owned by its partners

 9 Current partners (Banedanmark, Infrabel, Bane NOR, Trafikverket, 
VÄYLÄ, SBB AG, Vivens, Adif and CFL)

 Partners own and decide on development of Erex

 Using the jointly owned IT-system Erex to exchange and settle energy 
within and across borders
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Infrastructure managers want to know how much energy is used for each traction unit or 
train in their railway grid.

Trains are required to have energy meters by EN40563, refered to by LOC&PAS TSI.

These enerymeters have their sensors placed by the pantograph, so all energy drawn
from (or fed back to) the catenary is registered.

We cannot allways trust energymeters. faults sometimes happens that causes
energymeters to meter wrongly. We need to have contingiencies in place when this
happens.
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Most consumption in Erex, is settled using metered energy from trains.

The energymeters sensors are placed by the pantograph. They register energy the train pulls 
from the catenary, and also, if it feeds anything back to catenary, for instance from braking
energy.

The data from the energy meter is the ONLY on- board information from the train the settlement
system has.

Sometimes, train meters break, or have temporary malfunctions. In those cases, we want to know, 
so we can estimate consumption instead.

How energy consumption is handled in settlement
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In some of the Eress-countries, we have access to train run data, including driven 
distance and weight on trains.

We can use this data to estimate energy consumption based on consumption factors.

When we receive metered energy from the trains, we compare the consumption with our
own estimates. If the difference is too large, we use estimates instead of metering data.

In addition we do checks to see if data is complete.

In other countries we do manual checks of meter data instead.

We also do a bunch of validation on gps values, but that is a topic for another time.

How we handle trains using purely catenary power
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With the introduction of bimodal trains in our systems, we were forced to think differently, 
since they:

• Can drive with little or no energy drawn from catenary.

• Can draw large amounts of energy from catenary even when standing still because of
charging.

We needed ways to include these trains in settlement, and not write off their
consumption patterns as errors. Which would lead to estimation of energy in periods with
low consumption, and unneccessarilly high energy bills.

If battery trains are charged by using charging stations instead of catenary power. These
stations will have to have their own energymeters, if they are using energy provided by 
the same infrastructure provider as provides catenary power.
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A measurement train in Finland, that could run 
on catenary power or diesel.

Could run for long stretches without being
connected to catenary power.
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To allow for alternative energy sources than catenary energy, we added some configurable
variables:

- Don’t compare energy consumption to estimates.

- Bimodal trains can have much higher variance in catenary power than trains relying
only on pantograph. It makes more sense to only operate with a maximum
consumption/generation limit.

- Don’t accept zero consumption for an entire train run.

- This introduces the possibility of trains to have small energy reserves, where we can
expect low catenary consumption for short periods, but not entire runs.

- Max limit for how long (accumulated hours) train can run without consumption.

- This allows for trains with large energy reserves to have the meters scrutinized, as 
they should at some point be connected to catenary.
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